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John Bennett
1:43 PM (36 minutes ago)
there are aspects of various pre-columbian texts (repetitions,
permutations through metaphor) that seem to occur here.  I'm thinking
of the Books of the Chilam Balam, of the Cantares Mexicanos, etc....

Jim Leftwich jimleftwich@gmail.com

1:49 PM (30 minutes ago)
to John
that's very interesting to me, because i have no knowledge of it at
all, but it might - might - lead us to suspect that this kind of
engagement with language is quite old and quite widespread. i would
like to think that is the case. it doesn't need to be located in
western civilization at all (eg abulafia), much less in the tradition
of the avant garde.
John Bennett1:51 PM (28 minutes ago)
exactly!

Jim Leftwich jimleftwich@gmail.com

2:01 PM (17 minutes ago)
to John
ha-yes. there it is.
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Ri fabricated reports
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mount fake opposite manifesto
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"it" list mouth red
drops, glare, floating, capita
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self-censor underwater forklift
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John Bennett

the lister

lost egg books histor re
mains alive the leg repeat
leg sot plows the shut black
earth’s preted books half
inchworm half blindtime uil
ding the foamy gate’s hour
stillness grammar push the
husk the naranja agria de tu
laundry running sleep acurve
the moment heaves eyes stor
the shackled string word kn
otted in yr throat

soaring skies the long head
ooom anth plosive

With splinters from Ivan Argüelles,
Olchar E. Lindsann, Peter Sherburn-Zimmer,
& Jim Leftwich, all in the chain of
Argüelles’ “argonauts”

otted the
the laundry husk
stillness ding inchworm
earth's leg mains lost
in shackled moment
running the grammar
the half preted sot alive egg
yr string heaves sleep naranja
push foamy blindtime books
plows the books
throat word eyes acurve
agria the gate's uil half
the leg histor kn stor de



hour shut repeat re tu black

soaring ooom skies the
plosive long head splinters

John Bennett

2:05 PM (11 hours ago)
to me, ivan

the huskding eggg the
luung hhead theeyyess
cwerved wword sh
utt en ditchworm ay mom
ent ay p low !!!

ivan arguelles

3:58 PM (9 hours ago)
to john, me

husked dugs udderly smoot
checked the riff underfloat
and guess whut? flies by
the millions just like gods
irritant scant foliage briar
bleeding cheeked Achilles-type
swearing he never touched
(her)

arguelles lounging leftwich and bennett

John Bennett

4:01 PM (9 hours ago)
to ivan, me



noendnoendnoendnoendnoendnoendno

flies , udders , ,  ,   ,    ,     ,      ,

Jim Leftwich jimleftwich@gmail.com

12:10 AM (57 minutes ago)
to John, ivan

flutters, ,  ,   ,    ,     ,      ,
.................................ties

onandononandononand
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art world songbonds
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pt world abrp
world tupt pure
turd rhyythhmn photon
kitcheio oceans cart

gexistence ther sihythm fore
bang songbloodoe xxiotos plea
only art hazeye tuosi
trampled ba dista net
bdustrial hunninngly future
red ecometween banished

olive coexsoap-eye ysong
bloodclot foreng carriege stest
pho objects art corresponly
once world songbonds soap-spoon
abrupt the restns invoice
songefore decolonial

human rhyre focusination
the xists there
rmoo he bloodcrust
surfaces soap-eyeoproa
cheddar ferencce not
oexisggascruutiny knot owls
bangbangbangbang infofore photos
barhythm abrecomang soap-dtions
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medals, vegans, polict the
there trio posits obvious
attired, songdblood the the
post-innge drift yet
glass. ference coelood ibarhythm
them watchful sway, abrupt
not attentin xists uncomfortable.
loomed-decomworld center songbompists
positits its its, its.

festive colors, turd rhyythhmn
photon miraculous analog kitchen
olio oceans cart compulsory
choir-orsons not immaterial
products, from Jones art
world songbonds soft, irritating,
irrational soap-o phoneme
jingoistic shoes: snappaper world
worlupt afterimage thorough apbmages
only arrtf menace-concrete,
ppont world abrup lightning
senses world tupt pure

indivisible interstellar bdustrial hunninngly
future blade-seeds trampled
bade distark net transporting
bait, red ecometween banished
technical singing wormhole galaxy
existence their sirhythm fore
angelic-backwards bang songbloodoe
xxiotos plea orchid subsumed
only art hazeye tuosi



subsequently wading abrupt the
resteens invoice harmolodic gestures
songefore decolonial liquid, banned
once world songbonds soap-spoon
happily obscene olive coexsoap-eye
eyesong radiant [...] chickens:
bloodclot foreng carriege stest
unique then universe, phonetic
objects art correspondly

blastfutures molecular remoo he
bloodcrust asleep between microphones.
surfaces soap-eyeoproa transportation
impossible cheddar ferencce not
lump-drifted regimes oexisggascruutiny
knot owls occultvolatilesublime bangbangbangbang
infofore photos torrent borders
petrified barhythm abrecomang soap-dtions
grip-barn human rhyre focusination
tqwards organism? the xists there

disembodiment starkly not attentin
somatic process stripping them
watchful sway, abrupt xists
uncomfortable. semblance precise loomed-decomworld
center songbompists dematerialized paradox,
positits its its, its.
Alongside failing, medals, vegans,
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blade-bait technical singing
wormhole galaxy blade-force
existence their sirhythm fore
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blade-haze only art
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blade-net future blade-seeds
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distark net transporting blade-worm
bait, red ecometween banished

Zurich, medieval speakers bloodclot
foreng carriege stest signature
breathing tooth unique then
universe, phonetic nottle kinetic,
ongoing, objects art correspondly
engage with its English
subsequently wading abrupt the
transistor-theory resteens invoice
harmolodic gestures an dialo
Jones songefore decolonial liquid,
banned interpretation launched investigation
once world songbonds soap-spoon
power of bridgefacts happily
obscene olive coexsoap-eye
critical cycles pause eyesong
radiant [...] chickens: chickens.

the nat vv multice infofore
photos torrent borders indirectly during
pine trees petrified barhythm abrecomang
soap-dtions "national fish-bearing"
grip-barn human rhyre focusination
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molecular remoot he haunting whom
snow bloodcrust asleep between microphones.
coat coast coats surfaces soap-eyeoproa
transportation amphibian fruit-narrative impossible
cheddar ferencce not frog-around
millions lump-drifted regimes oexisggascruutiny
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bangbangbangbang bang bangbang bang bangbangbang.

perspective of much vocabulary moon,
waiting, size an practice underground
was shoe, snow, shelter chance
develop wordk the stem from
and silent clock, show way
by sleek fear meditation to
becomb bodies radiates an Eastern
above each of who at
the same beautiful is dazzling
unrealistic eternity, angle caused
investigations unconventior snoe

silent shutters
silent shutters

flair fair air

teach them
each hem

no thoughts except in eyes
we are silent about wheat

as we were silent
hats and wheat



snow
a hand of silence between us
boats and grills

bushels of holes in the moon
the moon nowhere
will smell of war

yellow shoes
algebra

a bottle-rack washed and emptied
was not a bottle-rack

investigations unconventior snoe perspective
of much vocabulary moon, moon, moon, moon,
unrealistic eternity, angle caused waiting,
size an practice underground underground
the same beautiful is dazzling was shoe, snow,
shelter chance chance chance chance chance
above each of who at develop wordk the stem
from from from from from from from from from
becomb bodies radiates an Eastern and silent
clock, show way way way way way way way way
by sleek fear meditation to by sleek fear
meditation to to to to to to to to to to to to

meditation by clock becomb
from above shelter the becomb
size unrealistic of becomb
investigations becomb becomb



silent shutters was not a bottle-rack
silent shutters snow

a bottle-rack washed and emptied
flair fair air

teach them a hand of silence between us
each hem boats
bushels of holes in the moon and grills

no thoughts except in eyes algebra
we are silent about wheat yellow shoes

the moon nowhere as we were silent
hats and wheat will smell of war
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country is likewise covered with garbage. strings
are tied in rows several feet above
him is a dump and wonderi ng
if every other the floor, from one
wall to the other. Counge, lamenting that
the world that surrounds tless items hang
from the strings and belowts origin. The
character writes about garba each item a
small piece of paper explains itless items
hang from the strings and below ts origin.
The character writes about garbatless items hang
from the strings and below ge, lamenting
that the world that surrounds the floor,
from one wall to the other. Coun
him is a dump and wonderi ng
if every other strings are tied in
rows several feet above country is likewise
covered with garbage.

covered rows if him from that with
several every is one the garbage.
feet other a wall world above strings
and to that country are wonderi
the surrounds is tied ng other.

covered several feet and the rows
every other to surrounds if is a
that is him one wall country tied
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in rows several feet above covered
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if every other the floor, from
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the other. Counge, lamenting that covered
with garbage. the world that surrounds
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garbage. if every other strings are
tied in covered with garbage. rows
several feet above country is likewise
covered with garbage. covered with garbage.
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him is every other
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the world the world
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strings and garbage. from
with garbage. about garbatless
each item covered with
small piece the strings

Counge, lamenting covered with
the world the world
hang covered ge, lamenting
strings and garbage. from
with garbage. above country
several feet covered with
him is every other
ng covered wonderi ng
with garbage. about garbatless
each item covered with
small piece the strings
likewise covered garbage. covered
other the garbage. him
with garbage. to the
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I write all the time, in different contexts and at different times.  The important thing is to keep
doing it, even if you don’t quite feel like it at a particular moment.  Do it anyway. - John M.
Bennett, December 2013
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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turban goat bite-sized systemic
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The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) decade
(B) propaganc
(C) reache
(D) general,
(E) d

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) autobiographical
(B) b, forbidden
(C) fact, nothing
(D) reproduction
(E) unreadable

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) memory, p
(B) remain
(C) selfless
(D) discourses



(E) recipe

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) returns
(B) avant-garde, propaganda
(C) juxtaposed
(D) page
(E) missing

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) repeated
(B) p, sap, phrase
(C) more words
(D) quotes
(E) literature

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) language
(B) version(s)
(C) empty [...] space
(D) disappears
(E) embraces



The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) everywhere
(B) found
(C) refereng
(D) impossible
(E) bifurcates

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) gerth
(B) o, allusions
(C) 1996
(D) reading, denial
(E) lifetime

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) stuttering
(B) electricity
(C) nonsensical
(D) enemy
(E) components

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) hint
(B) illogicality
(C) constants



(D) unresolved
(E) supply
The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) irritating
(B) abbreviations
(C) meaningless
(D) temporary
(E) forecast

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) mysticism, commentaries
(B) political
(C) the same
(D) steadily
(E) thrust

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) rewriting
(B) sincerity, examples
(C) living
(D) employed
(E) disturbingly

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) making
(B) conscious
(C) device



(D) echo
(E) class
The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) reflects
(B) sheer
(C) committee
(D) balanced
(E) terrible

The impoverisk improvised
sometimes as a poetry of
(A) wishe
(B) traditic
(C) criticisrr
(D) o, convince, P, o
(E) irreducible

in fragile world
of not this
(1) emptiness
(2) process
(3) meaningless
(4) symbol
(5) decoded

in fragile world
of not this
(1) consonants
(2) red
(3) series



(4) eggs
(5) source

in fragile world
of not this
(1) itself
(2) vowels
(3) movement
(4) form
(5) semantic

in fragile world
of not this
(1) connotations
(2) unpredictable
(3) infinite
(4) crushage
(5) autobiography

in fragile world
of not this
(1) role
(2) literature
(3) rust
(4) nicotine
(5) slept



in fragile world
of not this
(1) parabola
(2) rainfall
(3) novella
(4) screwdriver
(5) Virginia

in fragile world
of not this
(1) effort
(2) weather
(3) democracy
(4) tonsil
(5) angular

in fragile world
of not this
(1) "objective paranoia"
(2) chair
(3) multiple
(4) during
(5) every

in fragile world
of not this
(1) aforementioned
(2) inventory
(3) playhouse
(4) tangible
(5) wander/wonder



C O R R E S P O N D E N C E S

TIME
20 9 13 5
47
11
2

WALK
23 1 12 11
47
11
2

TROCHEE
20 18 15 3 8 5 5
74
11
2

QUATRAIN
17 21 1 20 18 1 9 14
101
2

INDEX
9 14 4 5 24
56
11
2



SEVERE
19 5 22 5 18 5
74
11
2

DEFER
4 5 6 5 18
38
11
2

INDETERMINATE
9 14 4 5 20 5 18 13 9 14 1 20 5
137
11
2

HARLOT
8 1 18 12 15 20
74
11
2

BULBOUS
2 21 12 2 15 21 19
92
11
2

FILE
6 9 12 5
38



11
2

CHANGE
3 8 1 14 7 5
38
11
2

IMPOSSIBLE
9 13 16 15 19 19 9 2 12 5
119
11
2

GEMATRIA
7 5 13 1 20 18 9 1
74
11
2

OCCULT
15 3 3 21 12 20
74
11
2

NUMBERS
14 21 13 2 5 18 19
92
11
2



SYCHRONICITY
19 25 14 3 8 18 15 14 9 3 9 20 25
182
11
2

MUSEUM
13 21 19 5 21 13
92
11
2

RANDOM
18 1 14 4 15 13
65
11
2

SPEECH
19 16 5 5 3 8
56
11
2

OCEAN
15 3 5 1 14
38
11
2

SAND



19 1 14 4
38
11
2

COMPETITIVE
3 15 13 16 5 20 9 20 9 22 5
137
11
2

NARRATION
14 1 18 18 1 20 9 15 14
110
2

COMEDY
3 15 13 5 4 25
65
11
2

APATHETIC
1 16 1 20 8 5 20 9 3
83
11
2

POINT
16 15 9 14 20
74
11
2



HOSE
8 15 19 5
47
11
2

CLOSET
3 12 15 19 5 20
74
11
2

THEMSELVES
20 8 5 13 19 5 12 22 5 19
128
11
2

MY
13 25
38
11
2

ROAD
18 15 1 4
38
11
2



ROCK
18 15 3 11
47
11
2

MUD
13 21 4
38
11
2

THUG
20 8 21 7
56
11
2

JUG
10 21 7
38
11
2

BED
2 5 4
11
2

BATHROOM
2 1 20 8 18 15 15 13
92
11



2

TRIANGULATE
20 18 9 1 14 7 21 12 1 20 5
128
11
2

SITUATION
19 9 20 21 1 20 9 15 14
128
11
2

PHYSICAL
16 8 25 19 9 3 1 12
92
11
2

MIDDLE
13 9 4 4 12 5
47
11
2

WISE
23 9 19 5
56
11
2



WISDOM
23 9 19 4 15 13
83
11
2

WILL
23 9 12 12
56
11
2

METHOD
13 5 20 8 15 4
65
11
2

RADIO
18 1 4 9 15
47
11
2

TASTE
20 1 19 20 5
65
11
2

MUSIC
13 21 19 9 3



65
11
2

ASSOCIATE
1 19 19 15 3 9 1 20 5
92
11
2

CORRESPONDENCES
3 15 18 18 5 19 16 15 14 4 5 14 3 5 19
173
11
2

SORCERER
19 15 18 3 5 18 5 18
101
2

SHAMAN
19 8 1 13 1 14
56
11
2

NOMAD
14 15 13 1 4
47
11
2



ENCRYPT
5 14 2 18 25 16 20
101
2

SAVE
19 1 22 5
47
11
2

SWARM
19 23 1 18 13
74
11
2

VERB
22 5 18 2
47
11
2

CONNECTIVE
3 15 14 14 5 3 20 9 22 5
110
2

FORCE
6 15 18 3 5
47



11
2

DRUM
4 18 21 13
56
11
2

SPRING
19 16 18 9 14 7
83
11
2

MESS
13 5 19 19
56
11
2

FRIEND
6 18 9 5 14 4
56
11
2

PHENOMENON
16 8 5 14 15 13 5 14 15 14
119
11
2



COLLABORATION
3 15 12 12 1 2 15 18 120 9 15 14
137
11
2

OBEY
15 2 5 25
47
11
2

LIGHT
12 9 7 8 20
56
11
2

SOLITARY
19 15 12 9 20 1 18 25
119
11
2

ALONE
1 12 15 14 5
47
11
2

CLUMP



3 12 21 13 16
65
11
2

ERROR
5 18 18 15 18
74
11
2

CRATE
3 18 1 20 5
47
11
2

LATE
12 1 20 5
38
11
2

FOOT
6 15 15 20
56
11
2

SHOE
19 18 15 5
47
11



2

a sense dispose yea
hits the fan, thats
what th people want

a sense dispose yea
hits the fan, thats
wha the people want

a sense dispose yea
hits the fan, thats
what the peple want

a sense dispose yea
yea yea yea yea yea
hits the fan, thats
what th people want

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
nonetheless

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
the critical

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
professional

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
a broad range



with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
for real-life

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
frequently

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
catalyzing

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
facilitating

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
b ques th questic po

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
why

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
parsed thorns, radical ego

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
sophije Peo Math

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
yes, logical

with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory
chaos

unleashes



humor
seriously
whom
mux
huh
desert
jelly
frenzy
anti-hero
with a committed
impulse crossroads trajectory

hums the sun
are you sure
blurring
hums the sun
are you sure
primitive
hums the sun
are you sure
hissing
hums the sun
are you sure
inside-out
hums the sun
are you sure
evil asparagus
hums the sun
are you sure
soluble
hums the sun
are you sure
farmhouse
hums the sun
are you sure
exploding
hums the sun
are you sure
teeth



teeth
teeth
hums the sun
are you sure
dishwasher
hums the sun
are you sure
pie
glitch
Roanoke
hedgehog fund
nosedive
curmudgeon
proximity
basement
hodgepodge fund
doodles
soup
hums the sun
are you sure
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hisf spice jokes
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poen anasys chattt pow
concerx 192
the same some
rote o tod bx po
this has this was this is

appearing
it it
largely
it

situations
it it
festivals
it

dancer
it it
social
it

limitations
it it
mythology
it

personality
it it
occupies
it

liminal
it it
immersive



it

formats
it it
psychology
it

three-dimensional
it it
embrace
it

impact
it it
consequence
it

causal
it it
asylum
it

displaced
it it
habitual
it

survival
it it
cyclical
it

repeat
it it
ramification
it

traverse
it it
residual
it

potential



it it
community
it

historical
it it
theatrical
it

post-industrial
it it
conceptually
it

juxtapose
it it
opportunity
it

configurations
it it
sequence
it

ping-pong
it it
gravity
it

ephemeral
it it
skin
it

body
conjunction
synchronized
language
"reverse engineering"
stairwell
North Carolina
"the American War"
employment



Hollywood

it it
it
it it

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

not in that
nuclear arsenal
like the D thinking millions

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

not in secret documents
of the mind
undoubtedly treatment percentage

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

not in assume
by a long shot
the left moment claim
that wieighed official intelligence

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

the same
the same
the same
the same
the same

not in darkness one thinks
without a massive secret



retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

not in imagined ambitions
summoned from boundless processes

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

not in the national absurd
needed knotty urge
for meaningful balance

watch out!
this is an illusion!

retirre wo o name exclu
voter ha American has o

the same
the same
the same
the same
the same

John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8141 - 8165

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE

vault wow boogie: "vault reverent nasty"
cancer reverent superpower: "giddy scabs cuspidor"
giddily surfboard nasty: "vault reverent nasty"
highs scabs ballads: "giddy scabs cuspidor"



porcupine cuspidor nondisclosure: "vault reverent nasty"
chauffeur wampum tasteless: "giddy scabs cuspidor"
potty dashboard samizdat: "vault reverent nasty"
tribute wheel underground: "giddy scabs cuspidor"
luxury worldwide smother: "vault reverent nasty"
affinity scumbag throttle: "giddy scabs cuspidor"
swaggering universe subtext: "vault reverent nasty"
nightmares hawking galoshes: "giddy scabs cuspidor."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY TWO

longitudinal increasingly dimensionality: "it at it"
finding shit systems: "at it it"
severe possibility evidence: "it it at"
metaphysical boyfriend organic: "it at it"
meddlesome narratives nothing: "it at it"
drama panache undo: "at it it"
opens undercurrent ambivalence: "it it at"
childhood toward towtruck
toad matter awakening: "it at it"
homicidal should stereotypically: "at it it"
features nascent masterly: "it it at"
treacherous focus slimmest: "it at it."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY THREE

theft shatter asterisk: "it it at"
restored hairdo funeral: "it it at"
jewel juggles erudition: "it it at"
waltz clever vanguard: "it it at"
underground ensembles releasing: "it it at"
composed supergroup impressions: "it it at"
monument showcases braincases: "it it at"
meander soloists switchboard: "it it at"
unreasonable nefarious obtained: "it it at"



desert according prohibition: "it it at"
bombing interference poll: "it it at"
abstract voyage richly: "it it at."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FOUR

banana historic kerchief: "at it it"
salmon through bighorn: "at it it"
champion laser blacksmith: "at it it"
sponge jazz adroit: "at it it"
influx incredulous pillow: "at it it"
underclass balcony mortgaged: "at it it"
revenues legacy helmet: "at it it"
spitoon transvestites moods: "at it it"
promotional sewer domination: "at it it"
support brand national: "at it it"
beginning scrappy ushered: "at it it"
cheese bastard pastime: "at it it"
floodplain spatula aristocrats: "at it it."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE

tassel happiness disillusioning: "it at it"
machine smaller commune: "it at it"
nomad retirement octopus: "it at it"
about waitress dockworker: "it at it"
classical gay robotics: "it at it"
weeds music exemplary: "it at it"
hammock includes bloodshed: "it at it"
campus roaring pustule: "it at it"
swamp mannered outsiders: "it at it"
fashioon commodity establishes: "it at it"
revenues threats lawnmower: "it at it"
biggest tongue handily: "it at it."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY SIX

paradox juice adaptations: "add apt nations"
pantominme vanity translating: "pant om mime"
particular remarkable discussing: "part tick circular"
frustrations emulating vernacular: "add apt nations"
plenty journeys deformed: "rust strafe ions"
consciously engineer unarmed: "cone scion sly"
understanding taciturnity consummate: "add apt nations"
entrapments signature accomplishments: "sign gnat nature"
wrestling frazzled especially: "gnat nature sign"
constructing substantial idiosyncratic: "add apt nations"
permanently inherently eschewed: "nature sign gnat"
contradiction educated remorselessly: "cone tread diction."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN

disgruntled distinguished fragmentary: "of if it"
intellectual pronounced interlocuter: "if it of"
butterfly stanza ostentatious: "it of if"
hallmark misbehaving lighthouse: "of if it"
remorselessly authorizes unwanted: "if it of"
concentration commonest revelation: "it of if"
bleeding wondered admired: "of if it"
poetry unthinkable explicator: "if it of"
mysterious sentimental welcome: "it of if"
tightness momentum assessment: "of if it"
matriculation answers navigates: "if it of"
migraines community perverse: "it of if."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT



pajama checkmate trigonometry: "of of of"
pee gorgeous editing: "if if if"
necessary brightness neighbor: "it it it"
authoritarian recalls narration: "of of of"
shimmy guideline sounding: "if if if"
intertitle eccentric penetrate: "it it it"
volatility orchestral sweeps: "of of of"
brought outstretched superlative: "if if if"
altogether admiration encomassed: "it it it"
documentation forthcoming quagmire: "of of of"
outcomes approximations misconceptions: "if if if"
observations moonshine housekeeper: "it it it."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY NINE

crossfire underline entanglement: "ah ah ah"
interweaving bemused exhilarating: "oh oh oh"
profoundly significance volunteered: "o o o"
orchestration predominant notwithstanding: "ah ah ah"
condescending bedroom commanded: "oh oh oh"
supermarket starvation underlines: "o o o"
asphyxiating screenings doomsday: "ah ah ah"
intervention indulgent dread: "oh oh oh"
collective delusion coos: "o o o"
congregation singlemindedly ramshackle: "ah ah ah"
girlfriend refused brimming: "oh oh oh"
cuddly function cameo: "o o o."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY

testimony stretches tattoo: "o o o"
cutting insect dragged: "o o o"
chicken wow already: "o o o"
amen wound throwing: "o o o"



machine crow prisoner: "o o o"
beginning entangled wishing: "o o o"
fish posture deleted: "o o o"
visuals sneak national: "o o o"
question afflicted effect: "o o o"
understood decided zombie: "o o o"
would different clear: "o o o"
sisters accept juices: "o o o."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY ONE

caskets yankees salami: "what hat at"
percent stalkers intimacy: "hat at what"
seeker been distillery: "at what hat"
endeavors photos hearts: "at hat what"
monitoring ballroom kidnapping: "what hat at"
witch paraphrases agreed: "hat at what"
hysterectomy novels hot: "at what hat"
apartments shirtless margaritas: "at hat what"
tractor romance finishes: "what hat at"
paranormal applaud impersonates: "hat at what"
casino spit incendiary: "at what hat"
goateed shoulders nuggets: "at hat what."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY TWO

welcome dog bolt: "what what what"
cancer status hungover: "what what what"
affect clue company: "what what what"
name channel obtain: "what what what"
blurb region acting: "what what what"
deathless once syrup: "what what what"
pride morning fence: "what what what"
banner detain scrotum: "what what what"
being telling deserved: "what what what"



channel depot arrest: "what what what"
freedom come peels: "what what what"
papers lasts precious: "what what what."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE

expose welcome whore: "at at at"
gaining seashell oregano: "at at at"
drums colleges summary: "at at at"
bimbo airplane sauce: "at at at"
scallop reindeer asterisk: "at at at"
chief lesion throwback: "at at at"
canary ecology philosophy: "at at at"
marketplace irk sequester: "at at at"
untouched risk forges: "at at at"
articulating drift power: "at at at"
pubic conservatism mud: "at at at"
prose lick superpower: "at at at."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR

powerhouse condom icebreaker: "thus us hush"
thus in an: "us hush thus"
comatose regulation stranglehold: "hush thus us"
or as then: "hush us thus"
singularity triplane intellectualizing: "thus us hush"
than of as: "us hush thus"
opportunity arrowhead imagination: "hush thus us"
and to out: "hush us thus"
distribution circularity instructional: "thus us hush"
and be by: "us hush thus"
motivation introspection backwater: "hush thus us"
them in a: "hush us thus."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE

dreams and goals: "hush us thus"
be a journal: "hush us thus"
world will look: "hush us thus"
paper an original: "hush us thus"
by submitting these: "hush us thus"
or paraphrasing others: "hush us thus"
religion or prayer: "hush us thus"
daily newspaper giving: "hush us thus"
logical because birthdays: "hush us thus"
with the time: "hush us thus"
individuals by subjecting: "hush us thus"
air and water: "hush us thus."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SIX

weaponry these task: "hush thus us"
animal not frequency: "hush thus us"
flew denial resources: "hush thus us"
bureau mouth vitality: "hush thus us"
draws hiking confines: "hush thus us"
pretzel friend lessens: "hush thus us"
beaches ample drone: "hush thus us"
officers rosebud bitter: "hush thus us"
crisis cheeks passage: "hush thus us"
empire soup feathers: "hush thus us"
tiresome cud possess: "hush thus us"
chamber threats along: "hush thus us."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN



chimps others taunted: "us hush thus"
ground disasters diplomatic: "us hush thus"
drink fathers delivered: "us hush thus"
battered polarizing skittish: "us hush thus"
conjures subscribers celebrates: "us hush thus"
custom blood remembrance: "us hush thus"
manipulated fascinated expressed: "us hush thus"
app butter infield: "us hush thus"
remotely repression immune: "us hush thus"
peninsula orgasm hardship: "us hush thus"
fringe wedding unanswered: "us hush thus"
pants jackrabbit vampire: "us hush thus."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT

toward avoidance initially: "thus us hush"
pushing curly plush: "thus us hush"
medical acoustic gesture: "thus us hush"
vantage negatives limber: "thus us hush"
truck navigates stabs: "thus us hush"
thrift beaker crime: "thus us hush"
recession nothing bonnet: "thus us hush"
sweatpants bakery loss: "thus us hush"
bunk common antagonistic: "thus us hush"
discontents mezzosoprano tuck: "thus us hush"
known confusion diligent: "thus us hush"
distilleries truth graduate: "thus us hush."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE

failure domestic breeding: "failure replacing history"
replacing spoons poverty: "spoons spoons spoons"
allowed opponesnts moments: "bovine halo crisply"
power epoch presided: "failure replacing history"
launguage deep escalating: "spoons spoons spoons"



challenges banish politics: "bovine halo crisply"
extension increases inequality: "failure replacing history"
underpinnings arc people: "spoons spoons spoons"
poison according justice: "bovine halo crisply"
believed energize sought: "failure replacing history"
bottle hacking debates: "spoons spoons spoons"
history wedding analysis: "bovine halo crisply."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE

bovine whore heartfelt: "failure replacing history"
halo conscript stinkweed: "spoons spoons spoons"
tirade rickshaws elephants: "bovine halo crisply"
mellow than simper: "failure replacing history"
snowfall vellum laughingstock: "spoons spoons spoons"
casket happens peppermint: "bovine halo crisply"
jumper crisis rewrite: "failure replacing history"
tonic pamper skeletal: "spoons spoons spoons"
piston was mandates: "bovine halo crisply"
crisply apache ballerina: "failure replacing history"
godfather torque chamois: "spoons spoons spoons"
tiara chocolate barnstorm: "bovine halo crisply."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY

tractor villanelle gunpowder: "neon scent dent"
dismissing harpoon tang: "crane brake thin"
steamship jello cavalcade: "fuse suit hats"
motorcade christmas bellow: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
backspace professor glandular: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
ketchup sissy calibrate: "neon scent dent"
tincture whirlwind kisses: "crane brake thin"
cartoon pontoon lampoon: "fuse suit hats"
ruminate horseshoe threadbare: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
knuckle houndstooth hacksaw: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"



dressmaker duh crackerjack: "neon scent dent"
cupcake copulate pattycake: "crane brake thin."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE

noon cane uses: "fuse suit hats"
sent rake soup: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
dint than cats: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
pour even main: "neon scent dent"
foot tent span: "crane brake thin"
bull only rain: "fuse suit hats"
keel lint tiny: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
oven ramp pimp: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
over true nail: "neon scent dent"
lack uses test: "crane brake thin"
inky scan like: "fuse suit hats"
acts year find: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO

opera a terrors: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
a opera kisses: "neon scent dent"
opera a kisses: "crane brake thin"
kisses a opera: "fuse suit hats"
kisses opera a: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
a kisses opera: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
a scorn terrors: "neon scent dent"
scorn a terrors: "crane brake thin"
terrors a scorn: "fuse suit hats"
scorn terrors a: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
a terrors scorn: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
terrors a opera: "neon scent dent."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE

showcase tampon seltzer: "crane brake thin"
wholly teaspoon bombast: "fuse suit hats"
breastplate cannibal truck: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
template scat individuality: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
lagoon corncob jackknifes: "neon scent dent."
lynching whorehouse pork: "crane brake thin"
sow aluminum trustworthy: "fuse suit hats"
candy gin wholesomeness: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
banknote muzzles referees: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
henpeck advances flippers: "neon scent dent"
halitosis parachutes cookie: "crane brake thin"
aardvarks cement grandeur: "fuse suit hats."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR

a pudding whack: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
a manhood commode: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
a hand pamper: "neon scent dent"
a sleep chronicle: "crane brake thin"
a asking cloudburst: "fuse suit hats"
a testicle conversion: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
a rucksack bicarbonate: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
a sonnet bra: "neon scent dent"
a catching trombone: "crane brake thin"
a headache particularity: "fuse suit hats"
a lovers anthill: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
a biplane cream: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE

ham nursing hum: "neon scent dent"
man english enlist: "crane brake thin"



hum native tech: "fuse suit hats"
harm intellect gist: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
retch history pissed: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
mar votive grist: "neon scent dent"
huh shellac heck: "crane brake thin"
etch visor elite: "fuse suit hats"
swarm angle hunt: "pontoon threadbare houndstooth"
arm vellum delight: "horseshoe hacksaw cupcake"
catch advisory is: "neon scent dent"
mum telling wrist: "crane brake thin."

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

at this time these people
and grenades
point in one direction
the only thing
the burning barricades
stupidity of the sell-out officials
grandad you won't be able to throw it far enough
just give me one
the ukranians had bad luck
say something but no one believes them
their own grievances and vision
there are very real battles
scary black smoke
casualties

at this time these
people casualties and grenades
scary black smoke point
in one direction there
are very real battles
the only thing their
own grievances and vision
the burning barricades say
something but no one



believes them stupidity of
the sell-out officials
the ukranians had bad
luck grandad you won't
be able to throw
it far enough just
give me one

at this time these give
me one people casualties and
grenades it far enough just
scary black smoke point be
able to throw in one
direction there luck grandad you
won't are very real battles
the ukranians had bad the
only thing their the sell-out
officials own grievances and vision
believes them stupidity of the
burning barricades say something but
no one

no one at this time these give
burning barricades say somethi
ng but me one people casualtie
s and believes them stup idity
of the gren ades it far enough
just officials own griev ances
and vision scary black smoke p
oint be only thing their the s
ell-out able to throw in one t
he ukranians had bad the direc
tion there luck grandad you wo
n't are very real battles won'
t are very real battles battle




